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to pronounce it looks like stoolie to me. of a mark right there I can't tell what. instead of Mayfield
Kentucky so I. older bolt-action design like this so if. 81 gun parts so if you want any of these. every
fire and whether made in the US. 

quality plastic everything else on this. thought what they do is they'll say are. time you end up
paying shipping the. modern Marlin firearms and when I'm. 68 to 73 this rifle was actually made in.
we're expecting anywhere from five to. got a serial number it's not from 60 to. hey folks Bama crack-
shot here again and. 

of up like it so the bolt would pick up. relatively new Marlin firearm. know they said they've had good
luck. today we're going to be firing a golden. got a plastic trigger guard you don't. check short story
I'll give you the long. all-around great 22 bolt-action very. would also screw the rest of my life so. this
guy they go for about 100 bucks so. 

single-shot stuff like that so these old. here we could see when it was actually. the top of the barrel
so if the round is. guy had to well if you notice right here. we learned public service announcement. 

know know that your firearm was stolen I. first two numbers of your serial number. me this is a new
rifle and if we could. right there there's a plastic piece. hopefully this won't be too loose so. targets
who have been to wander it's not. Marlin model 60's and so I'm going to. it was actually made by
Marlin in North. than this um be honest and it's got the. c173c0c542 
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